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WEEK  16

WEEK  16

Fix the sentences.

 1. My Dad’s car is blue and my Mom’s car is white.

 2. My dads car is small, bet five people can ride init.

Finish the sentence.

 3. Is your mom’s car 

Circle the word that means  belongs to a dad  .

 4. My dad’s car has a rack on top.

Fix the sentences.

 1. the cute puppy is wagging its tal.

 2. It’s time four the puppy too eat.

Write the words to make a sentence.

 3. nap?   puppy   Did   the

Circle the words that come from the root word  run  .

 4. running   rung   rerun   runner

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  16

WEEK  16 

Fix the sentences.

 1. I gots a baby sister named ellie.

 2. She always wants i to play with she.

Circle the word that does not belong.

 3. mother   brother   animal   sister

Write the missing word.

 4. I do funny things that make her .
cry   laugh

Fix the sentences.

 1. Order a pizza frum Marti’s Grill on friday.

 2. Ask them to cuts it into six piece.

Use  my  or  mine  to !nish the sentence.

3. Bring it to  house at 5:00.

Write the word that means  to heat again  .

 4. If the pizza gets cold, we can  it.
heater   reheat

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  16 DAY  5

Look at the pictures. Read the words.

big bigger biggest

Write  big  ,  bigger  , or  biggest  in each sentence. 
Then read the sentence.

 1. A blue whale is the  animal!

 2. I see a  dog.

 3. The horse is  than a dog.

Look at the picture. Use  big  ,  bigger  , or  biggest  to write a sentence.

 4.  

   

   

   


